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Aims of the workshop
What is Phonics?
What is letters and sounds?
Words we use - Terminology
Our school approach
Phonics in our classrooms.
Animal words
To outline the different stages in phonic development
To show examples of activities and resources we use to teach
phonics
To give you an opportunity to ask questions

What is Phonics?
The teaching of phonics is about teaching children the
sounds of letters and then using these sounds to read
and spell words.
Phonics is taught through daily phonics sessions.

As well as teaching phonics we also teach High
Frequency words and tricky words.

What is Phonics?
The words we use with your children…
 Phonics – the learning of letters and sounds
 Phoneme – the smallest unit of sound
within a word e.g. sss
 Grapheme – the written letter
 Blending – running sounds/phonemes
together to make a word, ready to read it
 Segmenting – breaking a word up into its
component sounds/phonemes ready to write
it
 Tricky words – words that cannot be
decoded using phonics
e.g. we, the, said, friend

More words we use…
 CVC
c = consonant (b c d f t), v = vowel (a e i o u)

 Digraph – one phoneme made with two letters
e.g. sh ai oi

 Trigraph – one phoneme made with three letters
e.g. igh ure

 Consonant clusters– these are adjacent

consonants that blend together but are not digraphs

e.g. spot, trip, tent, mend, spend, twist

 Phonetically plausible – written phonetically

that it can still be read although it is spelt incorrectly
e.g. werk cabij

Blending
Building words from phonemes to read.

c a t
cat

Segmenting
• Breaking down words for spelling.

cat
c a t

Phoneme Buttons
To help the children learn to blend phonemes we put
phoneme buttons underneath the letters
If a sound is represented by 1 letter we use a dot
If 2 or 3 letters are needed to represent it we draw a line
underline them
We then ‘press’ the phoneme buttons to sound out the word
and then ‘squeeze’ them together to blend them.

For example:

c a t

d u ck

Our school approach:
In school, we base the teaching of phonics
on the Letters and Sounds document.
This is a phonic resource published by the
Department for Education and consists of six
phases.
EYFS Nursery: Phase 1
EYFS Rec: Phase 2 & 3
Yr 1: Phase 4 & 5
Yr 2: Phase 6

EYFS:

Letters and Sounds:

Phase 1

Starts in nursery and is continued into reception. It
is:
•Very Practical
•lots of speaking and listening
•Lots of songs, stories and rhymes
•Lots of blending and segmenting orally

There are 7 aspects.
•Environmental sounds
•Instrumental sounds
•Body Percussion
•Rhythm and rhyme
•Alliteration
•Voice sounds
•Oral blending and segmenting.

EYFS:

Letters and Sounds:

Phase 1

What does this look like in school?
Exciting role play areas

Following a beat
Explore sounds
different objects make

Sound walk
around school
Sound games- hear
and recognise the
sounds- animals,
everyday sounds

Listening and
playing musical
instruments

Reception:

Letters and Sounds:

Phase 2

•Learn specific letters and sounds
•Read tricky words:
I go no to
•

the

into

Blend and segment VC and CVC words using
these sounds

Phase 2 specific sounds
• s a t p
• i n m d
• g o c k
• ck e u
• h b f ff l ll ss

Saying the sounds
Phonemes need to be articulated clearly and
precisely for your child to hear them clearly.
•Useful website:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwJx1NSineE&f
eature=related
Or
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWQ6MeccRC
U

Reception:

Letters and Sounds:

Phase 2

•The children will blend words using phase 2 specific
sounds. Teachers may send these lists home to help you
support your child with blending the sounds to read the
words that they have learned in class.
•e.g:
Words using the
letters:

s a t p i
n m d

(+ i )

(+ n )

(+ m )

(+ d )

it
is
sit
sat
pit
tip
pip
sip

an
in
nip
pan
pin
tin
tan
nap

am
man
mam
mat
map
Pam
Tim
Sam

dad
sad
dim
dip
din
did
Sid
and

Phase 2:
Using phonemes to read simple words
In school we use these phonemes to read simple words:

eg. sat, tap, dig, duck, rug, puff, hill, hiss
To do this your children need to remember the sound each
grapheme is representing, then articulate the related phoneme and
then blend the phonemes together.
This is a complicated process which can take time for children to master so please don’t

be disheartened if, at first, your child sounds the phonemes but struggles to blend them.

Reception:

Letters and Sounds:

Phase 3

Children will enter phase 3 once they know the phonemes from
phase 2 and can blend and segment to read and spell CVC
words.
They will learn phase 3 phonemes:
j, v, w, x, y, z, zz, qu
ch, sh, th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa, oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, ear, air,
ure, er

They will use these phonemes (and the ones from Phase 2) to
read and spell words:

e.g. chip, shop, thin, ring, pain, feet, night,

Reception
Activities
During the Reception year we make
phonics activities as practical as possible.
We use resources such as chalks, large
brushes and water, playdough, paints,
games, magnetic letters, white boards,
role play… the list goes on

Year 1: Phase 4:
Introducing consonant clusters: reading and spelling words
with four or more phonemes
Children move into phase 4 when they know all the phonemes from
phases 2 and 3 and can use them to read and spell simple words
(blending to read and segmenting to spell)
Phase 4 doesn't introduce any new phonemes.
It focuses on reading and spelling longer words with the phonemes they
already know
These words have consonant clusters at the beginning: spot, trip, clap,
green, clown
…or at the end: tent, mend, damp, burnt

…or at the beginning and end! trust, spend, twist

Year 1-Phase 5
Children will be taught new graphemes and alternative
pronunciations for these graphemes.
Vowel digraphs: wh, ph, ay, ou, ie, ea, oy, ir, ue, aw, ew, oe,
au
Split digraphs: a_e, e_e, i_e, o_e, u_e
Children learn alternative pronunciations of graphemes (the same
grapheme can represent more than one phoneme):
• e.g.
fin/find, hot/cold, cat/cent, got/giant, cow/blow, tie/field,
eat/bread, farmer/her, hat/what,

Year 2 – Phase 6
The children will revisit Phase 5 and then cover Phase 6.
Revisit Phase 5
Children will work on graphemes and alternative pronunciations for :
Vowel digraphs: wh, ph, ay, ou, ie, ea, oy, ir, ue, aw, ew, oe, au
Split digraphs: a_e, e_e, i_e, o_e, u_e
This phase is about broadening the children's knowledge of graphemes and
phonemes for use in reading and spelling.
Phase 6
The focus is on learning spelling rules for suffixes.
-s
-es
-ing
-ed
-er
-est
-y
-en
ful -ly -ment
-ness
This phase develops the children’s ability to read words automatically,
decoding them quickly and silently. Children become fluent readers and
increasingly accurate spellers.

-

Year 2 – Phase 6
 Independence

 Learning tricky spellings including longer words
 Application of spelling in writing
 Adding suffixes e.g. s and es, ed and ing, ful, er, est, ly,
ment, ness, y

 Using a dictionary and spell checker
 Using the past tense

Scenario

Prefix/Suffix Rule

Example
un + comfortable
= uncomfortable

Adding a prefix

Don’t add or change the spelling of the word.

Adding a suffix
to words ending
in a silent ‘e’

When the suffix begins with a vowel, drop the ‘e’.

like + ing = liking

When the suffix begins with a consonant , keep the ‘e’.

use + ful = useful

When the word ends in ‘ce’ or ‘ge’, keep the ‘e’ when
adding ‘able’ or ‘ous’.

service + able
= serviceable

When there is a consonant before the ‘y’,
change the ‘y’ to an ‘i’ before adding the suffix.

beauty + ful
= beautiful

When the suffix starts with an ‘i’ keep the ‘y’.

worry + ing
= worrying

When there is a vowel before the ‘y’, don’t change
the ‘y’, just add the suffix.

enjoy + ment
= enjoyment

Adding a suffix
to words ending
in ‘y’

Adding a suffix
to words ending
with a consonant
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If the word is one syllable long and ends in a consonant ,
with one vowel before it, double the last letter.

drop + ed
= dropped

If the word is one syllable long and ends in a consonant ,
with two vowels before it, then you don’t double the last
letter.

feel + ing
= feeling

If the word is one syllable long and ends with two
consonants in a row, do not double the last letter.

wash + er
= washer

Reading in class
Children need to have their book, reading book and reading record/diary in class
with them every day
We have ERIC time every day (Everybody Reading in Class) This is when the

children practice reading, can choose a new book, if they have completed their
reading, may read 1:1 with an adult.
We check the children’s tricky words every 2 weeks

(animal words)

The children take part in Guided Reading in groups each week
We share books most days as a whole class

Phonics and Reading
What you can do at home
Practise reading the ‘animal’ words everyday ideally through varied
games
Hear your child read some of their book everyday
Share different types of books together

Ask your child questions about what they or you have read to develop
their thinking. e.g. Can you retell the story? How does that character
feel? What might happen next? How do you know that?
Look around you at signs and labels, reading sounds and words
together
When reading with your child encourage them to point to each word as
they go and encourage them to sound out the word before you tell them
what it is

Don’t forget…
 Learning to read should be fun for both children
and parents.
 The best way to keep it enjoyable is to read for a
short period of time on a regular basis.
Don’t expect your child to read their whole book with
you in one go!
 Reading for 5 minutes, 5 times a week is more
helpful than reading for 25 minutes, once a week.

Year 2
There will be some children working on previous phases
especially if they did not achieve the required score on the
Year 1 phonics check.
Phonics and spelling are taught to all Y2 children daily through
daily English lessons.

Resources
http://www.phonicsplay.co.uk

Games: A useful website
http://www.ictgames.com/literacy.html

Phonics Play: A useful website

Support: A useful website

http://www.mrthorne.com

Phonics Play: A useful website

Resources
http://www.teachyourmonstertoread

The most important thing to remember is to make
phonics fun.

